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Abstract

The feasibility of using a laser optical system to provide

precision guidance for the final two miles of aircraft landing approaches

in low visibility weather is examined. Since low visibility is caused

most frequently by clouds and fog, approximate calculations Of the

optical signal, scattered light and noise are made as a function of range

for various cloud and fog densities. It is concluded that with current

laser technology, performance of an optical landing guidance system

would be inadequate in the presence of Category III-a minimum visi-

bility clouds and fogs.
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Preface

The increasing size and speed of aircraft, together with

the desire for all weather operation, has created a need for

landing guidance systems of increased accuracy during periods

of low visibility. The work reported here was performed to see

if the general area of laser technology offered any solutions to the

problem of providing high accuracy landing guidance signals in

low visibility weather.
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II. THE OPTICAL LGS MODEL

An optical LGS nlight be designed several different ways. As a reference

point, computations are performed first for a “baseline” system which is a straight

forward optical analog of a scanning microwave LGS. ne performance of various

other optical LGS techniques then are considered in a later section by treating them

as perturbations of the baseline system.

It is assumed the baseline optical LGS is being used to measure airplane

elevation. A fan-shaped scanning beam is assumed (See Fig. 1), The beam is trans -

mitted from a location near the runway to a receiver in the airplane. Flevatiou

position is derived from timing of the maximum signal intensity as the beam

Prediction of Optical bnding Guidance System
Performance in Cat, III-a Minimum

Weather

I. INTRODUCTION

To land airplanes during Cat III-a weather minimums (700 foot runway

visible range), the landing guidance system (LGS) must be capable of supplying

the airplane with extremely accurate position information. Because of the Com-

plexity ofan RF system which can provide sufficiently preciseguidance, a system

operating at optical wavelengths sometimes is suggested as an alternative. [Un-

fortunately, optical systems suffer from appreciable propagation scattering and

absorption during those periods of low visibility when the LGS is needed most.

In this note the perfortnance of a hypothetical optical LGS is estimated

for various weather conditions down toO, l nautical mile (n, m.)~isual (2~, contract)

visibility, which corresponds to 900 foot runway visible range in daytime with Step 5

approach lighting. This is done bydetermining the signal, noise and scattered light

poweras a function ofrange andvisibiliW using representative LGS propagation

medium models. Operating wavelengths from thevisibleto the far infrared are

considered, although calculations are performed only for 10.6pm, the wavelength

believed most suitable for this application.
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FAN-SHAPED SCANNING BEAM
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F@. 1. Fan-shaped scami~beam assumed for the optical LGS mtiel.
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sweeps past the receiver, or alternatively, from modulation on the beam. (A second

orthogonal beam is used sinlilarly to supply azimuth position to the airplane. ) A

simple fixed field-of-view (FOV) receiver in the airplane is assumed.

Tbe operational range considereci is approximately two miles since the

system would be used only for the final portions of the landing approach. “ro this

range must be added the distance at which the transmitter is plsced behind the runway

threshold. The range referred to in the remainder of this note is the range from the

transmitter to the receiver.

An accuracy of 1.4 feet (b) at a ra~e of 3000 feet and an aogular coverage

of * 20 degrees azimuth and O to +20 degrees elevation are typical for improved landing

guidance systems, and thee values are assumed in the optical LGS model. The

scanning beanlwidth is chosen so that the % position accuracy at 3, 000 feet range is

maintained. This requires a beamwidth of O. 5 x 10-3 radians. Twenty updates per

second are assumed. Assumi~ the airplane receiver is used to detect the peak of

the beam intensity as it sweeps by, it can be shown that a bandwidth of 2 x 10
4

l{z is

required if equal time is provided for interleaving azimuth fan beam sweeps.

111. THE PROPAGATION MEDIUM

The propagation medium (atnlosphere) can itiuence the performance of the

optical LGS through extinction of the fan beam by absorption and by scatteri~. Both

absorption and scattering result fronl the particulate, e. g. , aerosols, fog, cloud,

rain and snow. In addition, molecular absorption by the gaseous atmospheric com

ponents also occurs. Tbe relative importance of these various phenomena changes

with wavelength and visibility. In this note, the runway visible raoge is the parameter

used to describe the condition of the atmosphere, since airport operations are governed

by runway visual range.

For runway visual ranges less than 3827 feet, Allard’s Law is used to com-

pute the attenuation coefficient y (See Appendix A). For exanlple, when the runway

visual range is 700 feet, the visible light attenuation coefficient is 54. 5/n. m. (attenua -

tion 128 dB/km) during daytime operations and twice as large (109/n. m. or 256 dB/km)

during night operations. Since the laser beam transmission T equals c ‘y’, it is clear

3



that an optical LGS operating at visible wavelengths must tolerate a great attenuation of

the signal and also must tolerate it in the presence of significant background light in the

receiver FOV, such as that from sunlit fog or clouds.

The amount of absorption and scattering depends on the wavelength and the

condition causing the reduced visibility. At the risk of oversimplifying the problem,

the principal trends are summarized in Fig. 2 for water droplet sizes ranging from hazes

to rain and snow. Fog, cloud, rain and snow are the scattering particles most often

responsible for Cat III-a minimums. Since rain and anew particles generally are larger

than O. 5 mm, the attenuation coefficient y for ratn and anew is approximately constant

over the wavelength region considered in Fig. 2. In addition, simple considerations show

that in the case of rain the attenuation is relatively small even for moderate raitiall rate a.

For example, at 2.5 cm/hour rainfall rate, typical values of drop diameter and drop ter-

minal velocity are 2 mm and 7m/see, respectively. A straightforward calculation gives

the optical attenuation coefficient for rain, since the attenuation coefficient is twice the

geometrical cross section per unit volume in this case where the wavelength is much less

than the droplet size. This calculation gives an attenuation of 6.5 dB/km for tbe rain

prameters given above, which corresponds to a 2 Yocontrast visibility of 2.6 km. This

result is corroborated by reports from practical airport experience that serious reduc -

tiona in visibility are due to fog much more frequently than to rain. Similar calculations

for snow are not so straightforward, but it is to be ex~cted the scattering by snow will be

at least as great aa for rain since the geometrical cross section of a given amount of

water in the form of anew exceeds the cross section in the form of rain. Like rain, snow

crystals generally have dimensions large compared to the wavelengths being considered

here. Chu and Hoggl report that for a given liquid content, attenuation by snow is inter-

mediate between the attenuation due to rain and fog.

In summary, it appears that for this problem attenuation by scattertig from

rain (and possibly also snow) is not as serious as the attenuation due to fogs and that in

tbe case of rain or snow, no other wavelength in the range being considered offers a sub-

stantial advantage over visible light.

On the other hand, for the more frequent and operationally more important case

of visibility limited by fogs and clouds there is a significant wavelength dependency.

Because serious reductions in visibility are caused most frequently by fog, the remainder

4
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of this note is restricted to consideration of attenuation by fogs and clouds.

The droplet size distributions of typical fogs and clouds peak in the range

1 ~m to 10 #m radius. Since particle scattering efficiency decreases rapidly for wave-

lengths greater than the particle size, the attenuation by scattering from fog and cloud

droplets is significantly less at 10 Km wavelength than at visfble wavelengths, Ifowever,

for wavelengths beyond about 20 pm, absorption by water vapor increases significantly.

The availability of significant C02 laser power at 10.6 pm makes that wavelength a

logical choice for the baseline system. In the next sections, the signal, scattered light

and background noise power are calculated for the optical LGS model operating at 10, 6 pm

in clouds and fogs having attenuation coefficients commensurate with Cat III-a minimum

RVR’S.

Iv. I!XTINCTION Am SCATTERING

To compute the performance

BY FOGS AW CLO~S

of the optical LGS in fog and cloud, it is necessary

to determine (a) the attenuation of the scanning beam (or “signal”) and (b) the amount of

ener~ which is scattered out of the beam but still enters the receiver as a source of

interference. It is possible to predict these quantities for both viafble wavelengths and

10 ~m wavelength using data and techniques from the literature. It is assumed here that

the fog or cloud is homogeneous, which often is not the case and which could be the source

of considerable error.

The characterization of attenuation and scattering by fogs and clouds begins

by considering the extinction by individual water droplets. Extinction by single particles

is described by the single particle absorption and scattering cross sections, the sum of

which is the extinction cross section.

‘abs + ‘SC = ‘ext.
(1)

Integrating the cross sectiom over the particle size distrtiutions yields the absorption,

scattering and attenuation coefficients ~, @and y, respectively:

(2)

●
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The albedo A of the optical medium is tbe ratio

A = ~/y (3)

The quantities in equation (2) are functions of wavelength. It is necessary to determine

y, A and hence a and @for the atmosphere and for representative fogs and clouds at

different wavelengths in order to estimate LGS performance.

Hazes, fogs and clouds, in that order, have droplets size distributions peaking

at progressively 1onger wavelengths. Iiazes are not considered here since hazes become

“evolving fogs” when the water particle density increasea to the point where visibility

is reduced significantly, A sampling of representative fog and cloud droplet size

distributions obtained from measurement is reproduced in Fig. 3. Fog and cloud

droplet size distributions vary considerably with atmospheric conditions and tbe distri-

butions in Fig. 3 should be regarded as approximate. Nevertheless, tbe following trends

are clear. At visible wavelengths, droplet diameters are larger than the wavelength and

the scattering cross section is approximately the same aa the geometrical cross section

of the droplets. At L = 10 pm, a considerable proportion of the droplets is leas than

a wavelength in diameter and the scattering cross section is beginning to decrease signi-

ficantly. At longer wavelengths, the scattering cross section is even smaller.
11

In Fig. 4 the computed absorption and scattering cross section of water

droplets (per unit volume of water) are plotted for A = 10.6 pm. Numerical integration

of these cross aectiona over the drop size distributions for the “Arnulf” fog and “Curcio”

cloud in Fig. 3 shows in both cases the integrated absorption and scattering cross sections

to be nearly ~ual. This implies the albedo A of these fogs and clouds is O. 50 at 10.6 wm.

Deirn1endjian3 obtained A = O. 60 at 10 pm for the cloud droplet distribution shown in

Fig. 3. me value of the albedo is important for computing the scattered light in the

receiver FOV.

The absorption by fogs and clouds at visible wavelengths is small. Heggestad6

has found the albedo of cloud droplets to be O. 96 at visible wavelength. In the region

100 to 300 pm wavelength it is shown later that for tbe ra~e of risibilities bei~ con-

sidered here, scattering and absorption by cloud and fog droplets is relatively small and

7
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Fig. 3. Cloud and fog droplet size distributions from several sources.
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that absorption by atnlospheric water vapor is a source of significant attenuation.

To determine the attenuation at 10.6 Km the attenuation coefficient could

be calculated as a function of visibility, but it is preferable to use experimental

data. Arnulf et al.
2

measured light attenuation in a number of fogs as a function

of wavelength. Their data for the attenuation at O. 5 Pm have been replotted in Fig. 5.

(Attenuation coefficient/km = [2.3] O. D. /km. ) For their data, it is seen that the

attenuation coefficient in fogs at 10 #m ranges between O. 25 and 1.0 times the visible

attenuation yv and lies between O. 5 and 1.0 times yv for 700 ft. daytime RVR fogs.

Sanders and Selby7 made simultaneous O. 63 pm and 10, 6 pm laser transmission

measurements through low clouds enveloping an experimental path located at 2, 780 feet

elevation. Their results are reproduced in Fig. 6 (Attenuation coefficient/km = [0. 23]

dB/km. ) From their data, it appears the attenuation by clouds at 10.6 pm typically

is O. 25 times the attenuation at O. 63 Pm for the range of risibilities down to 700 ft.

daytime RVR (visible attenuation <128 dB/km) and that nearly all the data in this

visibility range lie below the line Y lo. 6/Y0. 63 = O. 5. me attenuation by water vapor

at 10.6 #m is negligible compared to the attenuation by scattering for the fogs and clouds

which reduce the visibility to Cat III-a minimums.

For wavelengths beyond 10.6 Km the ratio of droplet diameter to wavelength

decreases and scattering by fog and cloud droplets diminishes rapidly. However, at

these longer wavelengths water vapor absorption increases significantly. Apparently,

at this time little itiormation is available about laser transmission through water vapor

in the 100-300 pm wavelength region because until very recently few lasers in this spectral

region were available. Measurements have been reported by Burroughs et al.
13

for

the CN laser (337 urn) which indicates the water vapor absorption at 0° C and 100 ~0

humidity is 50 dB/km. me same reference states the attenuation by scattering was

14 ~ 5 dB/km for a fog in which the visual range for 2 V,contrast was 70 meters. Sanders and

Selby7 estimated the 337 urn attenuation by scattering was 20 ~ 10 dB/km in thick cloud

when the attenuation at O. 63 pm was 400 dB/km, ~ese fogs and clouds arc much more

dense than Cat. III-a minimum clouds and fogs. These data indicate that as expected,

attenuation by scattering in the far infrared is not an important consideration for the

fogs and clouds being considered here. Furthermore, the water vapor absorption at

10
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337 pm (5o dB/km at O°C) is comparable to typical 10.6 Km scattering and absorption

losses, which range from 32 to 128 db/km in clouds and fOgs having the minimum Cat lll-a

daytime RVR. For example, at 25°C the precipitable water vapor capacity of the air

is more than four times greater than the capacity at O°C, which predicts that at 25°C

the water vapor absorption loss at 337 pm could be as great as 200 dB/km,

In conclusion, these data show that for fog and cloud denaitiea corresponding

to Cat 111-a minimums valuea of A=O. 5 are typical and that y ~o. 6/yvis may range from

0. I to 1.0 depending on the droplet size distribution, typical values being 0, 7 in fog and

O. 25 in cloud. At long infrared wavelengths (337 pm) the attenuation by scattering from

fogs and clouds diminishes considerably, but atmospheric water vapor can introduce an

even larger attenuation. ~ese facta suggest that 10.6 pm is a Iogical wavelength for

the optical LGS model, especially since large Iaaer powers are available. Calculations

in the next section are based on this wavelength choice. If in the future, Iasera of

appreciable power, operating in “clear” atmospheric windows, become available in the

region beyond 10.6 pm, this choice may have to be reexamined.

v. PFRFORtvtA KR OF THE BASFI,INF OPTICAL LGS

To compute the optical LGS performance in a Cat. 111-a fog, it is necessary

to determine:

I
1. The attenuation of the signal by the fog

2. The amount of fog-scattered light entering the receiver

3. The amount of noise generated by the entry of background radiation

into the receiver,

In this section these quantities are determined aa a function of range, R, for

a representative optical LGS o~rating at 10 pm wavelength.

The optical LGS is assumed to transmit from the ground a fan-shaped $canning
6 in the azimuth and elevation directions,beam having angular dimensions Bta and et

respectively, If the transmitted power is Pt, the power density at the receiver aperture

in an airplane at range R is

P, e “’< (4)



where y is the attenuation coefficietlt of the propagation medium. me scanning beam
power P~ received by the receiver is

Pt A= e-y R
P. = —-

R2 Ota etp

(5)

\vhere Ar is the receiver collecting aperture area

l-o conlpute the amount of scattered light entering the receiver, use is made
6of an approximation obtained by Heggestad for computing the distribution of intensity

for light passing through a cloud layer. In Ileggestad’s analysis, it is assumed the
scattering is principally in the forward direction, which is the case for fogs and clouds

at both 0..5 at]d 10.6 Wm. By assuming in the LGS case that the fog or cloud is uniformly

distributed between the transmitter and receiver, jleggestad’s resujts reduce to [ Scc

Appendix B] :

14
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where p~c(ar, @r;q, bt) = elemental POwer/stcradian - m2received from direction

directional, @r due tO pt(~, @t)
.

Pt (at, ~,) = power/s teradian -m’ (transmitted in the direction ~, et

q, Rt are orthogonal angular coordinates measured with resPeCt to the Los

between the transmitter and the receiver

ar, 9r are anglea of arrival at tbe rccciver, l~leasured wi~h respect to the LOS

y = attenuation coefficient/uniL distance

R = range between transmitter and receiver

A = albedo of the fog or cloud (See Appendix l])

W = second mon~ent of the single particle forward scattering pattern (See

Appendix B)

UU2=0 P2= Ay RW2

OX*
()

= OU2R* /3

The scattered power P~c received in a receiver having aperture area Ar al)cl

I~OV of angular size Bra er~ is obtained by integrating ar, ~r at, p, Over

0 ff, 9 ~, eta, ~tfl, respectively, in (6):r r

15
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3 Pt Ar e-y R(l-A) ($@ .or~)

P=Sc psc ~t d~t cl% dpr = — .

~= AZ (yR)2 W4 R2

(mr - at) (otR) , (atR)=

OQax 1/.X2 ‘t ‘r

In (7) it has been assumed the transmitted power Pt is uniformly :Iistribute,i

throughout the fan beam. The first term in (7) is the scattered power received in a

small FOV if the transmitted beam were a narrow pencil beam. ~le last twO terms ill

(7) are normalized factors which describe the changes in scattered light entering the

receiver which occur when the transmitted beam or the receiver FOV is broadened. For

this problem, these factors were integrated numerically on a computer.

The amount of receiver noise arising from background radiation will lie some-

where between a lower limit which is the photon noise of the background radiation and

an upper limit which is of the order of the background itself if the background is non-

uniform. The lower limit
12

IS given by the photon noise quivalent power (NFP) for Pb

\vatts of background power at the wavelength k:

b
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I

[)()
hc

Cxp —

NFP =

d

Akt
2(Af) Pb ~

,x,(,:) -1,

(8)

where Af = detector bandwidth

h = Planck’s constant

c = speed of light

n = quantum efficiency of the detector

k = Boltzmann’s constant

T = background temperature, ‘K

A = wavelength

lh”e term in (8) containing the exponential is close to unity at A = 10 urn, but increases

to about 6.8 at A = 337 #m. The background power Pb received ina receiver having
B is.aperture area Ar and field of view 9 u . 9r .

r

(9)

where NA is the spectral radiance of the background. Typical maximum values of
12

NA are given below ,
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A

0.7 pm

‘a Background

10-2 watts sunlit cloud (or fog)

2
cm -stcr-pm

10
-3

watts 300°K sky or terrain

cm -ster-~m

10-6 watts
2 300 ‘K sky or terrain

cm -ster-~m

Substituting (9) in (8), we see

NI?P =

/

(Af)
f

NAdA ArOrti Or@ k

()

“’(Et)
(10)

nA

()

hc
AA exp ~ -1

The receiver mounted in the airplane is assumed to hsve an aperture two inches in

dian,eter and, forthe sake of simplicity, a FOV 20° by 20°. A aPectral bandwi~lth

Al of 1 pm at 10 tim is assumed. The sigml bandwidth Af required for the elevation

acanni~ beam wss found in Section II to be about 2 x 10411Z for a fan beamwidtb of

1/2 x 10-3 radian. Smaller beamwidths are not practical at 10.6 pm because of

diffract ionl (One half milliradian is only about two and a half times the diffraction

li~nit of a two-inch aperture at 10.6 pm. ) The quantunl efficiency of the detector, n,

is assulned to be O. 2.
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The computed signal and noise powers for the elevation seaming fan

beam optical LGS are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of range and 10. 6pm attenuation

using values of A and W from Appendix B. The transmitted laser power was ass umed

to be 100 watts. In Fig. 7 Ps is the attenuated direct signal power and P~c is the

scattered laser signal power at the receiver detector. The background noise power

for this system is about 3 x 10 -9
watts. In Section III, it was noted that when tbe

daytime R~ is 700 feet, typical values of the 10 #m attenuation coefficient were

O. 7yvis for fogs and O. 2~vis for clouds. This corresponds to 38/n. m. and 13. 6/n. m. ,

respectively. For night operations the attenuation coefficient would be twice as large for

700 fOOt RVR. me curves in Fig. 7 include s case for which Ylo. 6Pm = 20/n. m. , which

corresponds to a daytime R~ in fog of 1200 feet. For this case, it is seen that the direct

signal bas decreased to the background noise power at a range of O. 6 n. m. , which is far

short of the 2 n. m. goal.

Referring to Fig. 7, it is apparent that the signal is always significantly

greater than the received scattered light power for the usable rsnges when the signal is

greater than the background equivalent noise power, If one attempts to increase the

range by increasing the transmitted power, then both the signal and the scattered light

will increase and the range is limited to approximately O. 85 n. m. , the range at which

they become equal.

Two variables under the control of the designer are the solid angles (8t)2 and

(Br)z, the transmitter and receiver solid angle fields of view. A system in which the

transmitted scanning fan beam is replaced by a “raster” scanning pencil beam (to reduce

the value of 9t2) is one of the variations of the baseline system examined in the next

section.

v

VI. ALTFRNATIVFS TO ~Il! BASIILINF SYSTFM

Inasmuch as the baseline o?tical LGS system performance was shown in Sec -

tion V. 10 be inadequate in Cat, 111-a minimums, a number of alternatives are examined

here. Although none of these alternatives proved successful either, a discussion of them

is included here for completeness.
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One way of increasing the signal power without increasing appreciably

the scattered light is to reshape the fan beam into a pencil beam which performs

a raster scan. Such a system probably requires a position message encoded on

tbe beam, w,hicb in turn requires a wider receiver bandwidth. A pencil beam scan-

ning system has been analyzed in which the beam diameter is the same as the

thickness of the fan beam described earlier. The results are summarized in Fig. 8.

Tbe intensity of the signal is increased by a factor of 1.3 x 103, while the scattered

light changed very little at the longer ranges. I’he pencil beam has approximately

4 x 106 address locations in the raster field, requiring an address bit rate of

approximately 1.6 x 109 per second. The increase in receiver bandwidth necessary

to accommodate this large bit rate results in an increase in the NFP, which con-

sequently limits the range to O. 6 n. m. , the same range obtained with tbe fan beam

system. IIowever, with the pencil-beam systcm a significant increase in transmitted

power would permit operation out to about 1.4 n. m, , at which range the scattered

signal power becomes equal to the signal power. The required increase in transmitted

power is a factor of apprOxinlately 107. All things considered, this alternative to the

basic system does not appear feasible,

Anotber alternative is to dccrcase the receiver FOV, thereby reducing the

scattered signal power. This is possible if a tracking receiver is used in tbe airplane.

For practical purposes, the received scattered signal power in this case is proportional

to tbe receiver FOV. For instance, if tbe receiver FOV were changed fronl 20° x 20°

to 2° x 2°, the scattereci signal power would decrease by a factor of 102, an(i the

background NFP v,ould decrease by a factor of 10. Referring to Fig. 7 for the fan- bcanl

scanning system, we see that even under these conditions the systen~ range is still less

than about O. 7 miles and that with unlimited transmitter power, the scattered light

power would become equal to the signal power at slightly less than two nautical miles

range,

If one postulates a coherent receiver systeln, then it is possible to reduce

significantly tbe receiver NI?P. 1Iowever, the scattered signal power relllains within the

passband of the receiver and so ren~ains unchanged. II appears doubtful even with a

narrow FOV receiver that a range of two nliles could he obtained when the RVR is 700 fec[

In addition, the coherent receiving cquiplnent is significantly more complex and expcns ive.
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VII. CONC LUSIOM

It is concluded from this review of optical propagation through fog that

an optical LGS providing reliable guidance at a range of two miles in Cat. III-a

minimums is not possible with the technology considered here. At 10.6 Km, the

fundamental limitation is the rapid attenuation of the signal by the fog. However,

the scattered light power also becomes a significant factor before a range of two

miles is reached, In reaching this conclusion, it was assumed the fog had character -

istics which were the average of reported measurements. It is recognized that the

characteristic of individual fogs differ significantly, but for purposes of computation

here the values of y and A used were tbe averages of typical values obtained experi

mentally.

While scatteri~ by fog droplets decreases significantly at longer wave-

Iengtbs, data at one far IR wavelength (337 pm) indicate that atmospheric water

vapor absorption would be larger than the attenuation at 10.6 Km by a Cat. 111-a fog.

me far IR region is an area of active laser research, and water vaPOr attenuation at

other discrete wavele~tha should be forthcoming shortly. However, until a far IR

window is found (if one exists), 10.6 #m remains the better choice, especially in view

of the large anlount of laser power available.

At wavelengths closer to the visible, the amount of scattered light, relative

to the situation at 10.6 pm, is ]nuch larger. ~is increase Occurs because both the

albedo A and the attenuation coefficient y are larger at visible wavelengths.

me conclusions reached here are based on the assumption of a spatially

uniform fog or cloud. Because clouds and fogs csn be extremely inhomogeneous,

the additional problem of erroneous sigosls received via reflections must be a cons id

eratio~l in the further assessment of optical LGS techniques.
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APPFN1>IX A

Various definitions of visibility are used for different applications. There

are appreciable differences between some of these definitions, so use of the appropriate

definition is important in the determination of the corresponding attenuation coefficient.

References [8] and [9] discuss these definitions.

Atmospheric transmission is equal to exp (-y R), where y is the attenuation

coefficient. me same factor describes the reduction in contrast for a distant object,

Thus, in the daytime for visual ranges greater than 3, 827 feet, the visibility is defined,

for RVR determination, as the range at which the contrast of a 1007o white/black target

is reduced to O. 05:

0.05 = e-Y(RVR)

or

y(RVR) = ln(O. 05)

Al

At night and during poor visibility in daytime the RVR ia determined from

Allard’a Law

Et= Ie-a(R~)

(-)

RVR 2

5280

A2

where I is the intensity of the approach lighting in candelas and Ft ia the illuminance

threshold of the eye in mile -candlea. Iror the approach lighting installed at Logan

I
Airport (Step 5 lighting), and using the daytime and nighttime valuea of Et, A 2 becomes

24



25.86 2 In (RVR)~= — -
(RVR) (RVR) (nighttime) A3

.

~- 2 in (RvR)y= (daytime) A4

(RVR) (RvR)

At RVR = 700 ft. , Equations A3 and A4 give

y= 1.8x 10-2/ft = 109/nm, or 256 dB A5
km

128 dBy= 9x 10-3/ft= 54.5/ nm, or ~ A6

for the attenuation in the visible portion of the optical spectrum.
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APPF~IX B

Heggestad6 has determined the approximate angular and spatial distribution

of the scattered light arriving at a receiver on the ground from a cloud which is

illuminated from above (such as from a satellite). The cloud was of uniform thickness

T and its lower surface was at a height H above the ground (See Fig. B1 [a] ).

Heggestad assumed a Gaussian power distribution for the illumination from the

direction (ai, @i)at the point ~i, yi) on the cloud top (See Eq. 49 in [ 6 ] ). He then

obtained an approximate distribution for the scattered light power incident on the ground

beneath the cloud. Heggestad’s results can be used in the optical LGS model by turning

the cloud on its edge and assuming that the LGS transmitter is located on the “top”

surface and that the receiver is at the “bottom” surface by setting H = O (See Fig. B 1[b]).

By considering the transmitter aperture as the source of the incident illumina-

tion and noting that it corresponds to a Gaussian power distribution of negligible size

(s0 Uxi<< UXG in Heggestad’s notation) I{eggestad’s result gives the following function

for the incident power distribution at the receiver, P~c (ar! Pr, Xr, Yr: at, et, Xt, yt)

(watts/steradian-m2), due to one watt/steradian -m radiated in the direction

(at, Bt) from the point (xt, Yt) in the transmitter aperture.

26
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p~c(ar* Br! Xrl Yr; at) Bt> Xtl Yt) =

e -Ne (l-Yf)

‘2paxG
(ar “ at)(Xr-Xt + %t) (Xr - Xt + Mt)z+

2
‘xG

1 1
exp -

-[2

@r - 6t)2

(

2 (1 -~
‘P

@r- Pt)(Yr- Yt + wt)+ (Yr - Yt + R@t)z
2P~G 2

‘B OyG ‘YG

where for [i = O ancl T = R,

x, y are measured from the center of the transmitter or receiver
apertures

o, 6 are orthogonal angular coordinates measured with respect

to the LOS. (See Reference [6]).

Ne = cloud optical thickness = yR

Yf = average forward scattering efficiency (see b:low)

2 2
m

o = UB
=yf NeW2

2 2
nxG = ‘x =Yf NeW2 R2/3

(B] )

!

\

\

,

w = scattering pattern width factor (see below)
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A number of approximations were used both by Heggeatad and this author

to obtain this result, including the approximation a = sin a and b x sin @,

which restricts tbe solution to ~ 1 radian. Iieggestad’s original report
10

should be

consulted for tbe application of this result to other problems.

In Pq. B1, yf is the ratio Of the average forward scattering cross section

to the average extinction cross section for the scattering particles. For fog and cloud

droplets at both visible wavelengths (See I1eggestad 10) and 10 pm (See Diermendjian3)

essentially all the scattered energy is directed into the forward hemisphere. ~us in

these cases the albedo A (average scattering cross section/average extinction cross

section) is very nearly equal yf and A is used in place of Yf in the scattered Power

computation, W, the forward scattering pattern “width” parameter, is the second
10

moment of the normalized forward scattering pattern. IIcggestad obtained W = O. 295

radian for fog and clo~d droplets at visii>le light wavelengths. Usin”g Diermendjian’s 3

cloud droplet scattering patterns, this author obtained the values W = 0. 193 an(i 0. 15

at 10.0 and 0.7 Vm wavelength, respectively.

I<quation 111can be simplified somewhat by noting [ (x xt)/uxG ] << 1 for
r

this problem. xr and Xt represent position in the receiver and transmitter apertures,

bo:h of which are probably smaller than 0.1 meter. LJsing

Yf = 0,6

Y = 50/km (attenuation in fog at 10 pm during
Cat, lI1a minimums)

R = l.Okm

w = 0.193

we find

o= Jyf~R . WR/&
XG

= 300 meters

29



Therefore, the term (xr - Xt)/ux G cannot cause thOae exponential factors in B1 to be

appreciably smaller than unity and hence they may be deleted from the exponent,

Making these substitutio.ls, B1 becomes

3 ,exp {-@ (1 -A) ~

~ZA2 (@)2 W4 R2

.

●

exp

exp

(ar - at) (Rat) + ~2
2

vu ox ax II
(52)

In Section V, Fq. 02 is integrated over the angular distribution of the optical

I.GS transmitter fan-shaped beam and over the receiver 170V to obtain the total

scattered light power entering the receiver.
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